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Location
Prescot bus station is located off Church St at one end and leads into Market
Place at the other. This is near the town centre.

General description.
There are 4 bus stands at Prescot bus station which is an unmanned station.
There are two on one side of the road or busway and two on the other side.
They are rectangular in shape, made mainly from glass panels and have
openings on each side to enter shelter and to leave shelter to access bus.
There are a few small seats in each of the stands. The stands are designated
A, B, C and D and can be accessed from Church St or from Market Place.
There are railings along the edge of the pavement for the length of the bus
station with openings near each of the bus stands.
Layout
Stands B and A
Using Market Place as the starting point, on the right hand side of the road
with the road on your left, facing up the slight incline towards the church,
follow the road as it bends to the left, just past a pedestrian controlled
crossing. On the right hand side of the road there is a side road off to the
right which has a taxi rank on it, close to the junction. There is tactile paving
at the recommended crossing point on the side road. On the up kerb after
several paces, there is a high brick wall on the right hand side and the first of
the 4 bus stands is on the left. This is stand B and there is tactile paving
across the main path to indicate the opening to the bus stand.
Continuing along the footpath, and stand A is situated on the left, again with
tactile paving indicating the opening to access bus stand. The footpath
continues along to a T junction with Church Street. Just before Church Street
there is a drop off point for buses coming into the station.
Stands C and D
Using Market Place as the starting point, cross the pedestrian crossing and on
the up kerb turn right. Continue along the footpath which has tactile
directional paving along part of it and railings along the edge of the pavement.
The path bends slightly to the left and continues to the first of the bus stands,
the entrance to which is indicated by tactile strip across the pathway. This is
stand C. Continue along the footpath with the road on your right, the path
widens on the left hand side and continuing along the path to the next tactile
paving, which indicates the entrance to stand D. The footpath continues
along to a T junction with Church Street.

